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Race 1
This is a maiden claiming  sprint on the dirt for three year olds and up fillies and mares. The favorite in this race has a moderate chance of winning today. 
The ROI for this type race is above average. Any odds on favorite in the top three selections should be given strong consideration as part of any wagering 
strategy but don't bet them to win unless they make the betting line.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 1- #8 ARBORIA(1:1); #11 DANCING COMPASS(4:1); #10 SINGLES BAR(6:1); #2 DAWN LANE(9:1)

10/29/2011

1 ELEVEN OF HEARTS Usually races in the middle and then has a bit of a late run which results in a competitive 
effort. As of late coming back off of a short break after a good performance last time out and 
appears like a moderate possibility today. May be on board.

Jky: PRADO E S Trn NIHEI MICHELLE

118

$40,000

3 yo,B,F,by LION HEART by STAR QUEEN
Red

Bred in KY by Fab Oak Stable

6-1

2 DAWN LANE Runs forwardly and makes its move at mid race.  Tends hang a bit.  Will be a factor a 
moderate share of the time with this caliber of runners. As of late has raced well enough in the 
first two outings and may be ready to show improvement this out.  A moderate possibility 
today.

Jky: BOREL C H Trn HABEEB DONALD J

118

$40,000

3 yo,B,F,by ECTON PARK by MISS AXTON LANE
White

Bred in KY by William C Chaud

8-1

3 JUST WHISPER Has not been trraining strongly enough to look like a contender yet with this kind. As of late 
has not race but appears to have a chance at being a factor in today's race.

Jky: DESORMEAUX K J Trn HESS R B JR

118

$40,000

3 yo,CH,F,by MARIA'S MON by JUST A JINGLE
Blue

Bred in KY by Whisper Hill Far

15-1

4 EURONFIRE Appears more likely than most maidens to make a contentious effort first time out. As of late 
making a maiden debut and appears to be a mild possibility.  Morning works outs seem to 
indicate potential.

Jky: SELLERS S J Trn CATALANO WAYNE 

118

$40,000

3 yo,CH,F,by EUROSILVER by RED BLAZE
Yellow

Bred in KY by John Kerber & Iv

8-1

5 THE CALYPSO MYTH Looks a bit more likely than most madiens to contend fiirst time out of the gate. As of late has 
not raced but is working fairly well.  Appears to be a slightly weak possibility but may be on 
board today.

Jky: LENCLUD FREDERI Trn ARNOLD GEORGE R 

118

$40,000

3 yo,CH,F,by LEROIDESANIMAUX by MYTHICAL DANCE
Green

Bred in KY by Falter Martin Gill

12-1

6 BELLA DAMA Breaks in the middle of the pack and then finishes well enough to be a contender in at this 
level. As of late had a short break and appears ready to return in good order.  May be ready to 
fire.  A moderate chance of being on board.

Jky: ALVARADO JUNIOR Trn HANNA CLARK

118

$40,000

3 yo,CH,F,by SUAVE by SEEK TO SOAR
Black

Bred in KY by Phillips Racing P

20-1

7 SPECIAL STILL Has not given off any signals that this one be ready to race. As of late Is racing for the first 
time and may be part  of the action first time around. Has been training positively and could be 
a factor in this one.

Jky: CONTRERAS ALEJA Trn BECK ROWENA

113

$40,000

4 yo,DKBBR,F,by QUIET AMERICAN by STORM CHIMES
Orange

Bred in KY by Charles H Deters

50-1

8 ARBORIA Should break near the middle of the pack and then get up towards the lead. As of late had a 
very poor outing last out.  May return to better form today and make this one a very likely 
contender this out.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn SHEPPARD JONATH

120

$40,000

4 yo,DKBBR,F,by FOREST DANGER by GIMME SOME LO
Pink

Bred in KY by Needham-Betz T

5/2

9 SUMMER KITTEN Has not raced and work out patterns put this one in the middle. May run well first out. As of 
late has been working well enough for this first round and could be a contender. May not be 
quite ready for a big effort but may be part of the action.

Jky: LANERIE C J Trn MAKER MICHAEL J

118

$40,000

3 yo,CH,F,by KITTEN'S JOY by TOBRAH
Turqu.

Bred in PA by Kenneth L Rams

8-1

10 SINGLES BAR Appears to have been preparing well for this first time on the track. Training forwardly. As of 
late May be up to the task at hand and is a moderate possibility for being a factor in this first 
time out effort.

Jky: GRAHAM J Trn STIDHAM MICHAEL

118

$40,000

3 yo,B,F,by PURGE by CURRENT ENCOUNTER
Purple

Bred in KY by James M Herben

12-1

11 DANCING COMPASS Starts in the middle of the pack and then usually gets up towards the lead near the wire. As of 
late has been on a bit of a layoff after a fair showing time before last.  Is not all that likely to 
come back strong today and appears to be a weak contender.

Jky: ALBARADO R J Trn ROMANS DALE

118

$40,000

3 yo,CH,F,by ORIENTATE by SONG'N DANCE
Grey

Bred in KY by Nancy Cole & Ch

7/2

12 POMPOUS TIME At this level usually runs evenly near the lead and then keeps to the task. As of late ran poorly 
last out after a good effort time before last and there is some indication that this one may do 
better this time around.  A moderate possibility for being on board today.

Jky: CASTANON J L Trn BOURKE W JOHN

118

$40,000

3 yo,B,F,by POMEROY by TIME TO FROLIC
Lime

Bred in FL by Liam Benson & M

12-1



Race 2
This is a claiming sprint on the dirt for three year olds and up fillies and mares. The favorite in this race has a moderate chance of winning today. The ROI 
for this type race is about average. Betting against a favorite in this type of race is a good strategy for profitability. Only take good looking favorite (prime) 
prospects at or above their betting line. Odds on choices merit special attention and most favorites should be included in combination bets unless they 
appear weak (third of so in the selection line).

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 2- #11 THUNDER AND BELLE(6:5); #4 CHROME CRUISER(6:1); #2 DA NELLA(8:1); #9 SHANANIE'S HONOR(9:1)

10/29/2011

1 LEDGE'S MONARCHOS Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade. As of late showed 
improvement last out. May be able to repeat or improve on last effort today. Has a moderate 
chance of being in-the-money this time around.

Jky: SELLERS S J Trn MUMAW JOSHUA A

122

$7,500

4 yo,DKBBR,F,by MONARCHOS by LEDGE
Red

Bred in KY by Claiborne Farm &

6-1

2 DA NELLA Runs evenly just behind the leaders and then is somewhat likely to tire slightly. Is moderately 
likely to be a factor at this level of competition. As of late looked very much off form in last 
which might have been a fluke but is likely to show us some more today. Has a moderate shot 
at being in contention.

Jky: ROSSI ORIANA Trn RUNAU BECKY

118

$7,500

3 yo,DKBBR,F,by DA STOOPS by R NATALIE
White

Bred in MI by Marilyn McMaster

20-1

3 APPLE PANDOWDY Should break off the pace and have a good finish but may struggle with being competitive with 
this kind. As of late ran evenly in the last race after a bottom effort time before last.  May be 
ready to improve today and has a moderate chance of being a contender.

Jky: MCKEE J Trn PARKER DONALD R

122

$7,500

7 yo,B,M,by MANCINI by KAREN'S A KEEPER
Blue

Bred in OH by Marilyn Zerhusse

12-1

4 CHROME CRUISER Runs evenly just behind the leaders and then is somewhat likely to tire slightly. Is moderately 
likely to be a factor at this level of competition. As of late trailed the field in last in a come back 
effort from a break in the action. My show some improvement this time around and could be a 
factor in this one.

Jky: HERNANDEZ B J JR Trn SCHERER MERRILL 

120

$7,500

5 yo,B,M,by TALE OF THE CAT by DUSTI'S TUNE
Yellow

Bred in KY by Omar Trevino & 

12-1

5 VICKI'S TRUMP Usually just off the lead but then keeps up close through the stretch. As of late ran evenly in 
the last race. May show modest improvement today. Can go either way but has a moderate 
chance to being on board.

Jky: COURT J K Trn STURGEON ROBERT

120

$7,500

4 yo,CH,F,by EXPLICIT by TRACI'S TRUMP
Green

Bred in KY by R C Sturgeon

6-1

6 POSITIVELY PAIGE Tends to trail the field and may not be a good fit for this level of competition. As of late has 
shown more in previous races and could be in the hunt this time around. Moderately likely to 
be a contender today.

Jky: LEBRON VICTOR Trn BRADLEY WILLIAM

120

$7,500

3 yo,B,F,by CHIEF SEATTLE by ALLIE'S HOPE
Black

Bred in NY by Nelson Clemmen

12-1

7 HOT VISION Breaks slowly and then makes a mild gain to usually finish out of the money at this level of 
competition. As of late raced evenly last out which often is a signal for being ready to run next 
out.  A moderately likely competitor today.

Jky: CONTRERAS ALEJA Trn WIGGINTON JESSE 

113

$7,500

4 yo,CH,F,by POLLARD'S VISION by HOT SERVE
Orange

Bred in KY by Oliver Glass Jare

10-1

8 LIBEL AND SLANDER Usually just off the lead but then keeps up close through the stretch. As of late put out a lack 
luster effort in last.  Could be in the hunt today and has a moderate chance of firing off a 
contentious effort.

Jky: PEDROZA MARCELI Trn STEVENS LOWELL T

120

$7,500

5 yo,DKBBR,M,by STORM BOOT by DEFAMATION
Pink

Bred in KY by William C Jacobs

5-1

9 SHANANIE'S HONOR Breaks in the middle of the pack and then finishes well enough to win its share of its starts. 
Has good on board percentages. As of late has put out two good efforts in a row. A similar 
effort will make this one a factor today. A moderate chance of being on board.

Jky: GONCALVES LEAN Trn BAIRD J MICHAEL

122

$7,500

6 yo,B,M,by HONOR GLIDE by SHANANIE'S DANCER
Turqu.

Bred in FL by L Jane Vogel & R

8-1

10 ELLE A LISHOUS has a weak finish after a weak break from the gate a does not look very competitive. As of late 
made a consistent effort in last race.  Sometimes an indication of improvement. Has a 
moderate chance of being in contention today.

Jky: LANERIE C J Trn LOGSDON G K

120

$7,500

4 yo,B,F,by CLOSING ARGUMENT by GOOD HEAVENS
Purple

Bred in FL by Whitehall Lane F

8-1

11 THUNDER AND BELLE Appears to be a very powerful front runner when placed against a field of this kind. As of late 
regressed in last after a fair effort the time before last.  A bit likely to return to better form today 
and appears to have a good shot at being close up today.

Jky: DE LEON AZAEL Trn RIECKEN BRUCE

120

$7,500

7 yo,CH,M,by THUNDERELLO by CRIMSON BELLE
Grey

Bred in KY by Peter Salmen Jr

4-1

12 LUKEY'S LA TEE DA Runs evenly just behind the leaders and then is somewhat likely to tire slightly. Is moderately 
likely to be a factor at this level of competition. As of late made a consistent effort in last and 
showed some indicators for improvement. Looks like a slightly weak possibility this time out.

Jky: MENA M Trn LOVELL MICHELLE

120

$7,500

4 yo,GR/RO,F,by BIG LUKEY by DADADA DADADA
Lime

Bred in TX by Kathleen Burnha

10-1



Race 3
This is a claiming distance race on the dirt for three year olds and up fillies and mares. The favorite in this race has a moderate chance of winning today. 
The ROI for this type race is about average. The runners in this race should be well tested and the field will often be competitive so the favorite will win its 
share and if you bet too many of them you will not earn your share. Don't bet against odds on favorites unless they appear over bet and include most in any 
combination bet.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 3- #5 CHICALELEE(2:1); #4 DEPUTY DARLING(5:2); #3 SUZ SLEW(7:2); #8 WANDAFUL WANDAFUL(6:1)

10/29/2011

1 SUNLIT Usually just off the lead but then keeps up close through the stretch. As of late raced well in 
last after a short break which sometime leads to a regression the next time out.  Has a weak 
likelihood of being a factor today.

Jky: ALVARADO JUNIOR Trn REED ERIC R

120

$25,000

4 yo,CH,F,by SMART STRIKE by SOLAR ECHO
Red

Bred in KY by Janis R Whitham

8-1

2 CATALINA LINDA Usually just off the lead but then keeps up close through the stretch. As of late showed some 
improvement last out over the race before last which makes this one a possible contender this 
out. Has a moderate shot at being in-the-money.

Jky: MORALES ROBERT Trn MODICA OSCAR

112

$25,000

3 yo,DKBBR,F,by OFFICER by CATALINA COURT
White

Bred in KY by Abbott Properties

15-1

3 SUZ SLEW Runs evenly just behind the leaders and then is somewhat likely to tire slightly. Is moderately 
likely to be a factor at this level of competition. As of late put out a lack luster effort in last.  
Appears like a moderate possibility with a fair chance of being in-the-money.

Jky: LANERIE C J Trn ROMANS DALE

120

$25,000

5 yo,B,M,by STATEMENT by TIDESINN
Blue

Bred in KY by Gary Feck

7/2

4 DEPUTY DARLING Starts in the middle of the pack and then usually gets up towards the lead near the wire. As of 
late may be sharp this out after a short break in the action and a weak performance last out.  
A fair possibility today.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn MAKER MICHAEL J

120

$25,000

5 yo,B,M,by SERVICE STRIPE by CLASSY LITTLE BING
Yellow

Bred in KY by Pope McLean Sr 

3-1

5 CHICALELEE Should start out just behind the leaders and then join them by mid race. As of late made a 
consistent effort in last race and in general has been consistent in recent efforts. May be ready 
to pop a good one off today? Is likely to be on board.

Jky: GONCALVES LEAN Trn DAVIS JOSEPH D

120

$25,000

5 yo,DKBBR,M,by CHEROKEE RUN by KAZUMINA
Green

Bred in KY by Swifty Farms Inc 

7/2

6 LADYFLICKERFLACKER does not appear to be able to compete at this level of competition.  Will usually trail the field. 
As of late had a regression after a much better effort time before last. Should come back to he 
previous figures today and is a somewhat likely on board possibility.

Jky: PRADO E S Trn REED ERIC R

120

$25,000

4 yo,B,F,by FORESTRY by HARBOR BLUES
Black

Bred in KY by Everest Stables I

12-1

7 CREDIT CRUNCH Should break fast and then may weaken slightly. As of late has been sharp in recent action 
and may retain some sharpness today.  Has a moderate chance today of being in contention.

Jky: VAZQUEZ R A Trn FINUCANE RICHARD

120

$25,000

4 yo,B,F,by NAJRAN by SEVEN GRAND
Orange

Bred in KY by Hopewell Invest

12-1

8 WANDAFUL WANDAFUL Starts in the middle of the pack and then usually gets up towards the lead near the wire. As of 
late showed good improvement in last and may be ready to continue up the ladder. A fair 
chance of being in contention.

Jky: ALBARADO R J Trn CATALANO WAYNE 

120

$25,000

4 yo,B,F,by HERO'S TRIBUTE by DEBBY DOT COM
Pink

Bred in KY by Marie S Robertso

4-1

9 GREY MIST Usually races in the middle and then has a bit of a late run which results in a competitive 
effort. As of late ran poorly last out and there is little indication that this one will do much better 
this time around. A weak possibility.

Jky: PEDROZA MARCELI Trn DYER JOHN

120

$25,000

4 yo,GR/RO,F,by POSSE by ASSERTIVE
Turqu.

Bred in KY by Paul Tackett

15-1



Race 4
This is an  maiden distance race on the turf for two year olds fillies. The favorite in this race has a low chance of winning today. The ROI for this type race 
is about average. This type of race is for 2 year olds who are stretching out maybe for the first time. If you have a field in which most of the runners have 
shown what they might be able to do on the turf at a distance then you might have a race instead of a crap shoot. Craps is for gamblers. If the favorite has 
a history on the turf then it might be a fair bet. More often than not its better to pass.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 4- #1 COMPROMISIN I'MNOT(8:5); #4 GOLDRUSH GIRL(9:5); #5 HARLAN SHOWGIRL(4:1); #7 CONSTANTINOPLE(5:1)

10/29/2011

1 COMPROMISIN I'MNOT May be strongest all around. Work out patterns are hard to dismiss at this level. As of late has 
been training well and may be in contender on this maiden time around. Has been training 
well enough and appears to be a probable contender. Could be on board today.

Jky: STRAIGHT MATTHE Trn RANKIN TROY

118

$0

2 yo,B,F,by POLITICAL FORCE by BROWN EYES
Red

Bred in KY by Tollgate Stables 

15-1

2 OAKS LILY Breaks well off the pace and has a big finish.  Does not win that often.  Fair in the money 
percentages. As of late looks somewhat likely to improve again after a so so first two races. A 
moderate possibility today.

Jky: KUNTZWEILER G Trn ZANELLI DANTE

118

$0

2 yo,B,F,by BADGE OF SILVER by EN SILENCE
White

Bred in KY by Kings and Queen

10-1

3 CERCE CAY Tends to trail the field at this level. As of late did not look all that sharp first time around but 
might be able to be in contention today.

Jky: CRUZ M R Trn MCPEEK KENNETH 

118

$0

2 yo,CH,F,by HARD SPUN by TIMELY LEGEND
Blue

Bred in KY by E H Beau Lane II

10-1

4 GOLDRUSH GIRL Starts towards the back of the back and then either fires or not to win a fair share of races. As 
of late looks somewhat likely to improve again today after putting in two career races. A fair 
possibility today.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn MCPEEK KENNETH 

118

$0

2 yo,B,F,by POLITICAL FORCE by CHASETHEGOLD
Yellow

Bred in KY by Tenlane Farm

8/5

5 HARLAN SHOWGIRL Breaks at the back of the pack and then gains steadily to win or be in the money a good 
percentage of its starts. As of late had a very good second outing and may be able to show 
good form again today. A moderate possibility.

Jky: GUIDRY M Trn PROCTOR THOMAS 

118

$0

2 yo,DKBBR,F,by HARLAN'S HOLIDAY by DYNASHARP
Green

Bred in KY by Bob McCann Ro

7/2

6 LITTLE LOTTA Has not given off any signals that this one be ready to race. As of late a first time starter with a 
moderate chance of being in the picture.  Has been working well enough.

Jky: BOREL C H Trn WIGGINS LON

118

$0

2 yo,B,F,by STRONG HOPE by LOTTA RHYTHM
Black

Bred in KY by Dolphus C Morris

15-1

7 CONSTANTINOPLE Breaks well off the pace and has a big finish.  Does not win that often.  Fair in the money 
percentages. As of late had a very good second outing and may be able to repeat that effort 
today or improve on it.  A moderate possibility.

Jky: LENCLUD FREDERI Trn MOTION H GRAHAM

118

$0

2 yo,DKBBR,F,by ISTAN by SILVER COMIC
Orange

Bred in KY by Brereton C Jones

5/2

8 BREEZE SHOW Below average performer at this level.  Usually trails the pack.  Does not yet seem ready but 
may surprise. As of late raced well enough first time out and may be ready to show some 
improvement but looks a tad weak. May need another go around before becoming a 
contender.

Jky: GRAHAM J Trn MCKEEVER ANDRE

118

$0

2 yo,CH,F,by GIANT'S CAUSEWAY by KREISLERIANA
Pink

Bred in KY by Scott C Heider & 

12-1



Race 5
This is a claiming distance race on the dirt for three year olds and up fillies and mares. The favorite in this race has a moderate chance of winning today. 
The ROI for this type race is about average. The runners in this race should be well tested and the field will often be competitive so the favorite will win its 
share and if you bet too many of them you will not earn your share. Don't bet against odds on favorites unless they appear over bet and include most in any 
combination bet.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 5- #4 SILENT JOY(1:1); #9 BLACK TULIP(6:1); #10 I'AM TOORIFIC(7:1); #12 EVEN FOREST(7:1)

10/29/2011

1 FRANCES GARDNER Usually breaks from the gate a bit slowly and then makes moderate stretch gains. As of late 
put in a good race last time and might be a contender this time around. A moderate possibility.

Jky: ALVARADO JUNIOR Trn CLARKSON ALEX

121

$30,000

4 yo,B,F,by JOHAR by FELUCCA
Red

Bred in KY by Dr John A Chand

8-1

2 SPANISH EMPIRESS Usually breaks off the pace and has a bit of a stretch run. As of late is coming back after an 
extended break in the action and does not look very likely to be a factor today. A distant 
possibility.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn MAKER MICHAEL J

118

$30,000

3 yo,DKBBR,F,by EMPIRE MAKER by MIRALOMA
White

Bred in KY by Twin Creeks Far

4-1

3 DITCH THE ACT Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade. As of late looked a 
little off in last but may be able to put out a little more this time out.

Jky: GONCALVES LEAN Trn GREENHILL JEFF

121

$30,000

4 yo,B,F,by GULCH by FUTURE ACT
Blue

Bred in KY by Bruce T Hundley

15-1

4 SILENT JOY Breaks in the middle of the pack and has a strong finish beginning at mid race. As of late ran 
poorly last out but there is some indication that this one is ready to put in an improved effort 
this time out.  A probable contender.

Jky: LANERIE C J Trn ROMANS DALE

118

$30,000

3 yo,CH,F,by KITTEN'S JOY by SILENT EMOTION
Yellow

Bred in KY by Kenneth L Rams

3-1

5 VISION OF LIZ Does not have much speed but will sometime races strongly enough to catch tiring front 
runners. As of late put out a mediocre effort in last which suggests that there might not be 
much improvement today.  May show some improvement today and could be a factor in this 
one.

Jky: VAZQUEZ R A Trn PIZZO PETER S JR

118

$30,000

3 yo,B,F,by POLLARD'S VISION by VOLUPTUOUS GIRL
Green

Bred in KY by Bridgett Parker

30-1

6 AUTUMN LIGHT Below average performer at this level.  Races to the rear of the pack and then usually lacks a 
solid finish. As of late made a consistent effort and a better performance last out.  Often an 
indication for improvement. A slightly weak chance of getting up close today.

Jky: PEDROZA MARCELI Trn OLIVER VICTORIA

121

$30,000

4 yo,GR/RO,F,by NORTH LIGHT by OCTOBER GLORY
Black

Bred in KY by G Watts Humphr

20-1

7 HIGH ON KITTEN Looks a bit weak at this level. Breaks too slowly but can be a spoiler when conditions are right. 
As of late race well last time around and may race well this time around but looks more likely 
to regress this time around. Could be a factor however but appears to be a weak possibility.

Jky: BOREL C H Trn WARD WESLEY A

121

$30,000

3 yo,B,F,by KITTEN'S JOY by HIGH CHANT
Orange

Bred in KY by Kenneth L Rams

4-1

8 ROCK HARD BABY Usually breaks from the gate a bit slowly and then makes moderate stretch gains. As of late 
dipped strongly in last and may be more likely show some better form today.  Still, looks like a 
somewhat weak possibility.

Jky: GUIDRY M Trn PROCTOR THOMAS 

121

$30,000

4 yo,B,F,by ROCK HARD TEN by BULLY'S DEL MAR
Pink

Bred in KY by TDV Delelopmen

9/2

9 BLACK TULIP Starts in the middle of the pack and then usually gets up towards the lead near the wire. As of 
late has not raced recently but has a good chance of coming back in competitive condition. A 
moderate possibility.

Jky: LENCLUD FREDERI Trn SIMS PHILIP A

118

$30,000

3 yo,DKBBR,F,by ROCK HARD TEN by FASCINATING GA
Turqu.

Bred in KY by William A Carl

12-1

10 I'AM TOORIFIC Is often near the lead most of the race and then tails off at the finish. As of late put in a useful 
effort last out posting improved figures. May be able to repeat last effort this out and be a 
contender today.

Jky: CANCHANO ADOLF Trn MCCARTY GEORGE 

121

$30,000

4 yo,DKBBR,F,by TETON FOREST by HIGHEST GROUN
Purple

Bred in KY by James Paliafito &

15-1

11 SYLVIA TWICE Could use more tactical speed against this level of competition.  Will need an edge in form 
against today's rivals. As of late showed all around speed in the last ut appears more likely to 
regress this time around.

Jky: PRADO E S Trn STEWART CECIL

121

$30,000

5 yo,B,M,by DOUBLE HONOR by SHEZA GRAND SLAM
Grey

Bred in FL by Rita Cowley

30-1

12 EVEN FOREST At this level usually runs evenly near the lead and then keeps to the task. As of late raced 
evenly after a break in the action but did not send out any signals that this one is ready for a 
big effort today.  A moderate possibility.

Jky: GRAHAM J Trn SIMS PHILIP A

118

$30,000

3 yo,GR/RO,F,by EVEN THE SCORE by JESTER
Lime

Bred in KY by Freddy Lewis Jr

15-1



Race 6
This is an allowance sprint on the dirt for three year olds and up fillies and mares. The favorite in this race has a better than average chance of winning 
today and the ROI is well above average. Keep a close eye on the favorites and try to eliminate likely losing favorites (3rd or greater in the selection line) to 
earn long term dividends on this type of race. Do not bet favorites at or below even money unless they are prime.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 6- #4 THREE ALLIES(4:5); #12 I LIKE IT(5:1); #8 CORLEONE(6:1); #10 ANOTHER WORLD(8:1)

10/29/2011

1 GOSHEN HAWK Breaks slowly and then makes a mild gain to usually finish out of the money at this level of 
competition. As of late made a consistent effort in last race.  Often an indication for 
improvement. Has a fair chance of being on board today.

Jky: CASTANON J L Trn WISMER GLENN S

120

$0

5 yo,GR/RO,M,by COZAR by DISSIDENT HAWK
Red

Bred in KY by Jack D Fisher

15-1

2 LONG LAKE KRISTA Should be at the lead and then may fade slightly.  Will sometimes get up close but is an 
unlikely winner.  Will have to have a big improvement. As of late put in an even effort last out 
which is often a sign for improvement this out.  Looks like a strong possibility.

Jky: PRADO E S Trn REED ERIC R

118

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,F,by ANABAA by VALLEY FEVER
White

Bred in KY by Darrell Brown & L

3-1

3 FABULEUX BELLE Starts out in the middle of the pack and then usually stays there.  A slightly weak fit. As of late 
has shown more in previous races and could be in the hunt this time around. Moderately likely 
to be a contender today.

Jky: MORALES ROBERT Trn KENDALL ELISE

113

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,F,by ACTION THIS DAY by DOUBLES MATC
Blue

Bred in KY by Elise Kendall

30-1

4 THREE ALLIES Has a very strong stretch ru which usually results in the a close up finish. As of late raced well 
first time out and may be up to it again today. Appears ready to put in a good effort this out.

Jky: COURT J K Trn STURGEON ROBERT

120

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,F,by ALLUVIAL by THREE MYSTERIES
Yellow

Bred in IN by R C Sturgeon Mr 

30-1

5 JULIET DEAR Below average performer at this level.  Races to the rear of the pack and then usually lacks a 
solid finish. As of late appears to be a very strong possibility today after three good 
performances in a row.  Is very likely to be in-the-money and maybe in the picture.

Jky: DESORMEAUX K J Trn ARIAS JUAN D

122

$0

3 yo,CH,F,by CONGRATS by DEAREST JULIET
Green

Bred in FL by Dr K K Jayarama

30-1

6 MISS WOODS does not appear to be able to compete at this level of competition.  Will usually trail the field. 
As of late had a subpar outing last out after a break in the action.  Not a good sign but hard to 
evaluate. Appears to be a weak possibility today.

Jky: SELLERS S J Trn LYSTER STEPHEN S

118

$0

3 yo,B,F,by STORMY ATLANTIC by LORIE DARLIN
Black

Bred in KY by Wayne G Lyster I

30-1

7 BONITA MUNECA Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade. As of late had a 
good effort in last race which may have helped to put this one on edge.  Is moderately likely to 
be a factor today.

Jky: SAEZ GABRIEL Trn RODRIGUEZ ARMAN

120

$0

4 yo,B,F,by MINGUN by BULLISH MISS
Orange

Bred in MD by John T Crane Jr 

9/2

8 CORLEONE Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade. As of late appears 
to have been racing well enough lately and could be up to being in contention today.  Is a 
moderate possibility with some likelihood at being in the mix.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn LOPRESTI CHARLES

118

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,F,by INDIAN CHARLIE by FAST AN SEXY
Pink

Bred in KY by Pierre Amestoy &

4-1

9 DRUMETTE Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade to win a better than 
average share of its starts. Good in the money percentages. As of late has taken a few weeks 
off and may be fresh enough to take this bunch.  A solid contender.

Jky: LANERIE C J Trn HOWARD NEIL J

118

$0

3 yo,B,F,by HENNY HUGHES by ENDLESS PARADE
Turqu.

Bred in KY by Roger W Clark

15-1

10 ANOTHER WORLD Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade to win a very good 
share of its starts. Good in the money percentages. As of late had a good effort in last race 
which may have helped to put this one on edge.  A somewhat likely contender today.

Jky: ALVARADO JUNIOR Trn VON HEMEL DONNIE

120

$0

3 yo,GR/RO,F,by MARIA'S MON by SPACE CITY
Purple

Bred in KY by Pin Oak Stud LL

5-1

11 RESERVED INDIAN Should break off the pace and have a good finish but may struggle with being competitive with 
this kind. As of late has had a freshening after a good race last time out and may be ready to 
be in contention today.

Jky: BOREL C H Trn MCGEE PAUL

118

$0

3 yo,GR/RO,F,by INDIAN CHARLIE by TURTLE BEACH
Grey

Bred in KY by Highclere

6-1

12 I LIKE IT Should break off the pace and have a good finish but may struggle with being competitive with 
this kind. As of late has not be a the top of the game as of late and looks likely to improve 
some today.  A moderate possibility.

Jky: GRAHAM J Trn ARNOLD GEORGE R 

118

$0

3 yo,CH,F,by HENNY HUGHES by SISTER STAR
Lime

Bred in KY by Dixiana Farms LL

8-1



Race 7
This is an allowance sprint on the dirt for three year olds and up for open company. The favorite in this race has a fair chance of winning today. The public 
easily identifies likely winners in this class of race and the favorites earn their share as they have an average ROI. It is tough to bet favorites in this type 
race and make money so a 'no bet' may be the best win bet strategy here in larger fields. Include most favorites in any combination bets. Prime bets will be 
a sound investment in this type of a race.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 7- #11 WINSLOW HOMER(3:5); #6 TAZZ(5:1); #5 TIMELESS FASHION(5:1); #2 SHELLBACK(9:1)

10/29/2011

1 ALLIE'S EVENT Breaks at the back of the pack and then gains steadily to win or be in the money a moderate 
percentage of its starts. As of late showed improvement in last out over the previous race and 
may show additional improvement this out.  A moderate chance of being in contention.

Jky: MARTINEZ W Trn SMOCK LORI A

122

$0

5 yo,CH,G,by WILD EVENT by CREWSIN' ALLIE
Red

Bred in FL by Lori Smock

12-1

2 SHELLBACK Starts in the middle of the pack and then usually gets up towards the lead near the wire. As of 
late made a consistent effort in last race.  Sometimes an indication of improvement. Has a 
moderate chance of being in contention today.

Jky: GONCALVES LEAN Trn BENNETT GERALD S

124

$100,000

4 yo,CH,G,by TAPIT by DADDY'S PRINCESS
White

Bred in PA by Venneri Racing I

15-1

3 AGASTACHE Rates well just behind the leaders and has a good finish to be up front or near the winner. As 
of late coming back from a layoff and may be ready to run.  A strong chance of being in 
contention today.

Jky: COURT J K Trn HILES RICK

120

$0

6 yo,CH,G,by MUTAKDDIM by ASHEVILLE
Blue

Bred in KY by Nelson Bunker H

6-1

4 A DIEHL May be an improved runner jumping up in class. Can be a factor at this level if form is good 
but may be left behind at the gate. As of late showed some improvement in last and may be 
ready to show some more today.  Has a fair chance at being in contention today.

Jky: LENCLUD FREDERI Trn ARNOLD GEORGE R 

120

$0

6 yo,CH,G,by ALDEBARAN by DREAM DEAL
Yellow

Bred in KY by G Watts Humphr

6-1

5 TIMELESS FASHION Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade. As of late raced 
poorly in last and then took a short break.  Should return to previous form and has a fair 
chance of being a contender today.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn DRURY THOMAS JR

122

$0

7 yo,B,G,by SKY CLASSIC by ADDED RUFFLES
Green

Bred in KY by David E Hager II

5-1

6 TAZZ Breaks at the back of the pack and then gains steadily to win or be in the money a moderate 
percentage of its starts. As of late has put out two good efforts in a row. Could make a similar 
effort today which would make this one a factor today. A fair possibility this out.

Jky: DESORMEAUX K J Trn JANKS CHRISTINE K

124

$100,000

5 yo,B,G,by ROAR OF THE TIGER by EMPRESS OF ALL
Black

Bred in IL by Carson Springs Fa

8-1

7 IN MY CORNER Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade. As of late raced 
evenly last out which often is a signal for being ready to run next out.  A moderately likely 
competitor today.

Jky: CASTANON J L Trn CHEEKS JOSEPH P

122

$100,000

5 yo,GR/RO,G,by WEKIVA SPRINGS by WHATISAYISGO
Orange

Bred in FL by Kitty Cheeks

30-1

8 PARIS VEGAS Looks likely to tail off in the stretch when competing at this level. As of late regressed slightly 
after a good outing time before last.  May return to previous form today and be up near the 
front of the pack. Has a moderate shot at being in contention today.

Jky: ALBARADO R J Trn VOSS THOMAS H

122

$0

4 yo,GR/RO,G,by MARIA'S MON by TELL SEATTLE
Pink

Bred in KY by Ocala Horses LL

10-1

9 LEAVENWORTH Usually at or near the lead and then fades slightly.  Should win its share of races. A moderate 
possibility at this level of competition. As of late has been on a break in the action after a weak 
performance last time around and appears to be a possible contender in this one. Has a 
moderate shot at being on board.

Jky: BOREL C H Trn MOQUETT RONALD 

122

$100,000

5 yo,B,G,by FOREST WILDCAT by ELISITA
Turqu.

Bred in KY by J Stuart P Bance 

15-1

10 ROCKIN' ROCKSTAR Should break towards the back of the pack with this field and move up a bit near the finish.  
Could be up front if front runners tire. As of late ran competitively in last and may be able to 
repeat last effort.  A modest likelihood of being in the fray today.

Jky: MENA M Trn LAUER MICHAEL

124

$100,000

4 yo,CH,G,by CONGAREE by GHOST PRAYER
Purple

Bred in KY by R Piercy J Daneh

8-1

11 WINSLOW HOMER Starts in the middle of the pack and then usually gets up towards the lead near the wire. As of 
late looked a bit off last time around but looks ready to look on today. Has a good shot at 
being on board in today's action.

Jky: SAEZ GABRIEL Trn JONES J LARRY

122

$0

4 yo,GR/RO,C,by UNBRIDLED'S SONG by SUMMER RAV
Grey

Bred in KY by Overbrook Farm

5/2

12 EL GRAN SOL Runs evenly just behind the leaders and then is somewhat likely to tire slightly. Is moderately 
likely to be a factor at this level of competition. As of late had a mediocre effort in last which 
suggests that there might not be much improvement today.

Jky: CASTELLANO J J Trn MELENDEZ JORGE

124

$100,000

4 yo,B,C,by HOOK AND LADDER by LOYAL AMERICAN
Lime

Bred in KY by Joseph B Murphy

20-1



Race 8
This is an allowance distance race on the turf for three year olds and up for open company. The favorite in this race has a moderate chance of winning 
today. The ROI for favorites is much better than average so the strategy in this race is to eliminate unlikely favorites which might lose. A favorite not in the 
top two selections can be considered a weak possibility.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 8- #11 JOINEM(2:1); #7 DEAL MAKING(3:1); #6 ASPHALT(4:1); #8 NOLL WALLOP(4:1)

10/29/2011

1 SERUNI Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade. As of late took a 
dive in last after a good run time before last.  Does not look likely return to better figures and is 
unlikely to be a factor today.

Jky: COURT J K Trn OLIVER PHILIP J

122

$0

4 yo,CH,G,by SAINT LIAM by LADY MELESI
Red

Bred in KY by G Watts Humphr

10-1

2 FIDDLERS AFLEET At this level usually runs evenly near the lead and then keeps to the task. As of late coming 
back from a layoff and may need a race or two to get back in shape.  Appears to be a 
moderate possibility this out.

Jky: BOREL C H Trn CUNNINGHAM RONA

120

$0

5 yo,B,H,by NORTHERN AFLEET by AMERICAN TANGO
White

Bred in NY by Hidden Lake Far

15-1

3 GETTA RHYTHM does not appear to be able to compete at this level of competition.  Will usually trail the field. 
As of late has had a break in the action after a very poor showing and should come back a bit 
today and could be part of the action.

Jky: GRAHAM J Trn KENDRICK MELVIN

120

$0

5 yo,DKBBR,G,by ACTION THIS DAY by MILAN'S MELOD
Blue

Bred in KY by Dr Philip M Matic

50-1

4 CAUSIN' HAVOC Breaks close to the pace and then often tires with this kind.  Can be on board and can 
sometimes get job done. As of late did not 0put out a strong effort last out and appears to be a 
bit weak for today's event.

Jky: ALVARADO JUNIOR Trn REED ERIC R

120

$0

5 yo,B,H,by MEDAGLIA D'ORO by DEGENERATE GAL
Yellow

Bred in KY by Carolyn McDonal

30-1

5 BERGERAC Appears to have the speed in the early going but sometimes does not have what it takes to 
finish the job.  May be a matter of condition. Competitive if ready. As of late put out a lack 
luster effort in last.  Could be in the hunt today with a return to previous form.  A modest 
possibility.

Jky: PRADO E S Trn BAKER JAMES

122

$0

4 yo,B,G,by RAHY by FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Green

Bred in KY by Courtlandt Farm

6-1

6 ASPHALT Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade to win an average 
share of its starts. Good in the money percentages. As of late put in a throw out race in last 
and should return to more normal form today.  A fair chance of being a competitor this out.

Jky: DESORMEAUX K J Trn CATALANO WAYNE 

120

$0

4 yo,B,C,by WAR CHANT by ISLAND FIRE
Black

Bred in FL by Peter Vegso Raci

4-1

7 DEAL MAKING Breaks slowly and then makes a mild gain to usually finish out of the money at this level of 
competition. As of late should be competitive with this kind.  Has been racing evenly and 
appears to be a probable contender today.

Jky: RUSSELL SHELDON Trn MOTION H GRAHAM

120

$0

6 yo,DKBBR,G,by EMPIRE MAKER by RECORDING
Orange

Bred in PA by George Strawbrid

4-1

8 NOLL WALLOP Can make a strong pace effort which may makes this one fit this race. As of late had a top 
performance last out and appears to be on the improve in general.  Has a fair chance of being 
a factor today.

Jky: CASTELLANO J J Trn VOSS THOMAS H

120

$0

4 yo,B,G,by HIGH CHAPARRAL by ANNIE GIRL
Pink

Bred in IRE by Eugenia Farms

7/2

9 NIKKI'S SANDCASTLE Breaks slowly and then makes a mild gain to usually finish out of the money at this level of 
competition. As of late showed good speed all around in last. Effort suggests that this one 
could be tight. A moderate chance today.

Jky: SAEZ GABRIEL Trn KASSEN DAVID C

122

$0

4 yo,CH,G,by CASTLEDALE by SANDTINA
Turqu.

Bred in KY by Richard Sherman

10-1

10 MOONPORT Should break off the pace and have a good finish but may struggle with being competitive with 
this kind. As of late looked sharp race before last and may be working up the ladder again 
after a regression last out. A moderate chance of improvement today.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn WILKES IAN R

120

$0

5 yo,DKBBR,G,by CAPE CANAVERAL by ARLUCEA
Purple

Bred in KY by Janis R Whitham

10-1

11 JOINEM Breaks at the back of the pack and then gains steadily to win or be in the money a moderate 
percentage of its starts. As of late coming back from vacation and may be ready to run today.  
A very probable contender this out.

Jky: ALBARADO R J Trn CARROLL DAVID

120

$0

4 yo,DKBBR,G,by JOHAR by KEEMOON
Grey

Bred in KY by Henry E Pabst Sr

5-1



Race 9
This is a graded stakes distance race on the dirt for three year olds and up for open company. The favorite in this race has a low chance of winning today. 
The ROI for this type race is well below average. Pass on any odds on favorites in this race and take a prime bet at or above the betting line. Otherwise 
look for a spoiler. Favorites in this type of race usually do not warrant too much consideration but they do win often enough to be a factor in many 
combination bets. It is worth the time to give them the twice over.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 9- #12 MISSION IMPAZIBLE(7:5); #8 WISE DAN(4:1); #11 WORKIN FOR HOPS(7:1); #7 ANAK NAKAL(7:1)

10/29/2011

1 DECISIVE MOMENT Should break fast and then may weaken slightly. As of late has a moderate possibility of 
repeating the good efforts shown in the last two races.  May be ready to make a contentious 
effort today. A moderate chance of being in the mix.

Jky: CLARK K D Trn ARIAS JUAN D

116

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,C,by WITH DISTINCTION by LADY SAMIRA
Red

Bred in FL by Just For Fun Stab

15-1

2 MODERN COWBOY Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and hangs in there as others fade. As of late 
regressed last after a top effort time before last but should start to show some improvement 
again today. May be a contender this time out. A moderate possibility.

Jky: ALBARADO R J Trn PLETCHER TODD A

119

$0

4 yo,B,C,by TIZNOW by WESTERN WOMAN
White

Bred in KY by Chestnut Farm

12-1

3 JIMMY SIMMS Usually just off the lead but then keeps up close through the stretch. As of late has had a short 
break after a good last out.  May not be up to getting the job done today.

Jky: DESORMEAUX K J Trn DUTROW ANTHONY 

119

$0

6 yo,B,H,by LOST SOLDIER by QUEEN OF AMERICA
Blue

Bred in KY by Sarum Farm

10-1

4 EIGHTTOFASTTOCATC At this level usually runs evenly near the lead and then keeps to the task. As of late showed 
improvement in last race which may have helped to give this one an edge.  On the fence. 
Could go either way.

Jky: RUSSELL SHELDON Trn KEEFE TIMOTHY L

119

$0

5 yo,CH,G,by NOT FOR LOVE by TOO FAST TO CATCH
Yellow

Bred in MD by Dark Hollow Far

10-1

5 GENERAL QUARTERS Breaks in the middle of the pack and then usually fades to win few races. As of late looked 
pretty sharp last time around but may not be ready to repeat that big of a performance this 
time around. Appear more likely to be in-the-money today than on top.

Jky: THERIOT H J II Trn MCCARTHY THOMAS

119

$0

5 yo,GR/RO,H,by SKY MESA by ECOLOGY
Green

Bred in KY by Mr & Mrs R Davi

12-1

6 FUTURE PROSPECT At this level usually runs evenly near the lead and then keeps to the task. As of late banged 
out a very good race in last and may still be on the improve.  Should be regarded as a likely 
contender. Good in-the-money potential.

Jky: PRADO E S Trn SKAGGS DODSON H

123

$0

7 yo,DKBBR,G,by FREUD by DEVIL'S WALTZ
Black

Bred in NY by Thomas/Lakin

15-1

7 ANAK NAKAL Looks somewhat weak for this event.  Could be overmatched. As of late is coming off a short 
break after a weak showing last out.  May show improvement and be a contender today. A 
moderate possibility this time out.

Jky: CASTANON J L Trn GIRTEN TIM

119

$0

6 yo,DKBBR,H,by VICTORY GALLOP by MISK
Orange

Bred in KY by Buckram Oak Fa

20-1

8 WISE DAN Should start out just behind the leaders and then join them by mid race. As of late has looked 
sharp in the last two and should be regarded as a fairly likely contender with an in-the-money 
likelihood today.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn LOPRESTI CHARLES

119

$0

4 yo,CH,G,by WISEMAN'S FERRY by LISA DANIELLE
Pink

Bred in KY by Mort Fink

3-1

9 GUYS REWARD Should break off the pace and have a good finish but may struggle with being competitive with 
this kind. As of late has had a short break after a fairly even race last out.  Has a moderate 
chance of being in the mix today.

Jky: LANERIE C J Trn ROMANS DALE

119

$0

4 yo,B,C,by GRAND REWARD by BEACH VIEW
Turqu.

Bred in KY by Haymarket Farm

15-1

10 IOYA BIGTIME Does not get going until mid race but will sometime be able to get the job done. As of late 
showed improvement last out and may be a able to show some rally today. A repeat makes 
this one a possibility.

Jky: BOREL C H Trn BLOCK CHRIS

119

$0

4 yo,B,C,by DYNAFORMER by IOYA TWO
Purple

Bred in IL by Team Block

20-1

11 WORKIN FOR HOPS At this level usually runs evenly near the lead and then keeps to the task. As of late raced well 
in last showing improvement over the time before last and may be able to better that effort 
today.  A somewhat likely contender with improvement.

Jky: GRAHAM J Trn STIDHAM MICHAEL

121

$0

4 yo,CH,G,by CITY ZIP by CITI PEARL
Grey

Bred in KY by Amy Bondon & T

10-1

12 MISSION IMPAZIBLE At this level usually runs evenly near the lead and then keeps to the task. As of late has had a 
break from the action and may be ready for some action today.  A good possibility this time 
around.

Jky: CASTELLANO J J Trn PLETCHER TODD A

123

$0

4 yo,GR/RO,C,by UNBRIDLED'S SONG by LA PAZ
Lime

Bred in KY by Summer Wind Fa

9/5



Race 10
This is a  maiden sprint on the dirt for three year olds and up for open company. The favorite in this race has a fair chance of winning today. The ROI for 
favorites in this one is slightly above average and betting against the favorite is a good wagering strategy if you can find a likely alternative. Do not bet 
against solid looking odds on public choices and play the odds (use the betting line) to make a bet on a favorite. Use favorites in combination plays where 
they seem to have a chance. They are solid in-the-money performers in this type of event.

Keeneland Race Course

Picks (Betting Line): Race 10- #6 PIQUANT(2:1); #11 TYCOON(5:2); #3 VOODAT(5:2); #4 TALE OF THE DANCE(7:1)

10/29/2011

1 SIR MURRAY Breaks in the middle of the pack and then finishes well enough to win a fair share of its starts. 
As of late is making a second outing after a break in the action and appears to be a weak 
possibility for making a competitive effort this time around.

Jky: MORALES ROBERT Trn BELL MICHAEL

113

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,C,by SONGANDAPRAYER by PRIMA NEENY
Red

Bred in KY by Sarum Farm

15-1

2 CROSS THE RUBICON Has not shown enough in the morning to earn much consideration for the afternoon. As of late 
May not be ready to compete yet. Better to pass on this one this time around.

Jky: DE LA CRUZ FERNA Trn TAYLOR DONNA M

118

$0

3 yo,B,G,by ALLUVIAL by PRINCESS WINKI
White

Bred in KY by Phil Bova

30-1

3 VOODAT Usually just off the lead but then keeps up close through the stretch. As of late has been laid 
off and might be ready to make a mild bid today.  May be in contention.

Jky: LEPAROUX JULIEN Trn AMOSS THOMAS M

118

$0

3 yo,B,C,by ROMAN RULER by UNBRIDLED SECRET
Blue

Bred in KY by PHW Equine Inv

5/2

4 TALE OF THE DANCE Breaks in the middle of the pack and then finishes well enough to win its share of its starts. 
Good in the money percentages. As of late does not how any recency but could be contender 
today anyway.  A moderate possibility. Has been working well. Could be on board,

Jky: ALBARADO R J Trn NICKS RALPH E

118

$0

3 yo,B,C,by TALE OF THE CAT by DANCE TO DAWN
Yellow

Bred in KY by BBM Farms Ltd L

4-1

5 BENNETTS LANE Appears to be an even runner but will have to show more early lick to run with this pack. As of 
late does not look ready to give a top effort second time out and is a weak possibility.

Jky: VILLASANA CARLO Trn SHEPPARD JONATH

118

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,G,by STREET CRY by TANWI SPRING
Green

Bred in PA by Jonathan Sheppa

12-1

6 PIQUANT Is dropping and could be near or ahead of the pack at every pole. As of late appears to be a 
very strong possibility today after coming back from of a short break.  Should be among the 
leaders and is very likely to be on board today.

Jky: ALVARADO JUNIOR Trn SHEPPARD JONATH

118

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,C,by ARCH by RIGHT SPICE
Black

Bred in KY by Claiborne Farm &

4-1

7 MAINSTAY Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and may have dropped enough to hang in there as 
others fade. As of late returning to action after a short break.  Raced well enough last out and 
appears to be a potential contender. May show some fire today and looks like a moderate 
possibility.

Jky: PEDROZA MARCELI Trn OLIVER PHILIP J

118

$0

3 yo,B,C,by SEEKING THE GOLD by KELLY POND
Orange

Bred in KY by G Watts Humphr

12-1

8 BOB CAN'T JUMP So far has broken too slowly to make much difference in the stretch with a little bit of late run. 
As of late is racing for the second time and looks likely to make a go of it this time around.

Jky: CASTANON J L Trn MARGOLIS STEPHE

118

$0

3 yo,CH,G,by MR. GREELEY by A CHANCE OF STORM
Pink

Bred in KY by March Thoroughb

12-1

9 KENIKO Starts out in the middle of the pack and then usually stays there.  A slightly weak fit. As of late 
appeared to have a regression after a top effort time before last.  May be ready to repeat or 
improve on previous form today.  A very likely competitor with a high probability of being on 
board.

Jky: ARGUELLO F A JR Trn WISMER GLENN S

118

$0

3 yo,DKBBR,C,by SHANIKO by KENATHENA
Turqu.

Bred in KY by Joe Novogratz

30-1

10 SWEET TALKIN FELLA Usually breaks in the middle of the pack and may have dropped enough to hang in there as 
others fade. As of late has had a break in the action and does not appear likely to be up near 
the front today.  A moderate possibility today.

Jky: SAEZ GABRIEL Trn SEAMAN CECIL

120

$0

4 yo,B,C,by MUTAKDDIM by SWEET EMMA
Purple

Bred in KY by Cecil O Seaman

30-1

11 TYCOON Breaks in the middle of the pack and then finishes well enough to win its share of its starts. 
Good in the money percentages. As of late ran evenly in last after a break in the action time 
before last which may be a signal for improvement today.  Is somewhat probable contender 
today.

Jky: GRAHAM J Trn ARNOLD GEORGE R 

118

$0

3 yo,B,C,by MACHO UNO by ANTIQUE CRYSTAL
Grey

Bred in KY by Lochness Inc

5-1

12 AFTERNOON IDOL Runs evenly just behind the leaders and sometimes wins when others are worn down. As of 
late has raced well enough in the first two outings and may be ready to show improvement 
this out.  A moderate possibility today.

Jky: LENCLUD FREDERI Trn VANCE DAVID R

118

$0

3 yo,CH,G,by FIRST SAMURAI by WILDWOOD FLOWER
Lime

Bred in KY by John D Gunther

10-1


